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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

 

 

 

PROJECT OVERVIEW 

 

 

 

 

 

 This chapter covers about problem background of the research and come out 

with statements of the problems, objectives, scope, and importance of the research 

study. 

 

 

 

 

 

5.8 Introduction 

 

 

In recent years, there are various types of data source in different format 

available in such field that we call heterogeneous data.  This project will focus on 

heterogeneous biological data which is has diversity of sources data in a form of 

files and databases.  Biological data sources store life sciences information that get 

from several finding techniques like experiments or computational technologies and 

the data consists of various file format such as flat file, XML and pdb file and also 

cover in different data types such as genome, proteome metabolic pathways and 
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regulatory pathways[1].  It is difficult to manage these several heterogeneity sources 

and these sources work dependently where biologist or researchers need to access 

them one by one to complete their tasks and experiments.  It is time consuming and 

because of that, information integration approaches have been introduces where 

several databases can be made to work together.  Three principal approaches of 

information integration are federation, warehousing and mediation [2] where each of 

this has their own advantages and disadvantages.  Focusing on combining of 

warehousing and mediation approach that a complementary of advantages and 

disadvantages of both approaches.  Response time of retrieval data in mediation, 

warehousing and combination of both approaches is subject to be analyses. 

 

 

 

 

 

5.9 Background of the Problem 

 

 

Biological data is a data or measurement collected from biological sources 

such as organelle or other natural products and commonly stored in database or file 

systems.  Biological databases contain valuable information covering on various 

research areas including genome, protein, metabolic pathway and microarrays.  

Biologists use a large number of biological databases to find relevant information 

for their research [3]. 

  

 

There are exponential growths of existence biological databases such as 

Swiss-Prot, PIR and PROSITE on protein domain and examples genome databases 

are Genbank, DDBJ and EMBL Nucleotide DB.  Data store in different type of data 

models such as flat file model, relational model and object-oriented model [3].  

These databases also located at different locations and have different query 

capabilities like full-text searching.  
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This heterogeneity of data sources need to be integrated to provide 

researchers with a service where they can easily access and retrieved relevant 

information.  Accurate information will support their hypothesis of the research and 

also valuable in validation process.  Information integration has many approaches 

but the tree common approaches are federated database, mediation approach and 

data warehouse approach. 

 

 

Federated database approach is the simplest approach where all the sources 

are independent and one source can call on others to supply information. Second 

approach is using mediator as a medium to integrate the data.  This approach does 

not store any data, but using mediator to integrate various sources depends on user 

queries before display result to the user.  Transparent Access to Multiple 

Bioinformatics Information Sources (TAMBIS) is example of the mediator-based 

integration system [4].  The last common approach is warehouse integration where 

the several of data are located into a local warehouse.   

 

 

Commonly, the warehouse approach is better in optimization of query 

because the data locally store in global database and users can add their own 

annotation to the data.  The problem arises when this data are not updated and 

besides that this data need to be converted in some specific format before it can be 

store to the global database.  

 

 

However, out of date is not a problem with mediator approach. This 

approach will provide various data from various sources in real time format.  But 

this approach not very popular maybe because of biologist’s tradition.  Biologists 

have started using logically warehouse long before virtual database become evolve. 

 

 

At this point, the ideal system as mention in the third paragraph will be 

achieved if the both approaches can be combined.  As conclusion the aim of this 
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project is to study and analyze this suggested approach to find the best solution. The 

analyzing will be base on response time of retrieval data. 

 

 

 

 

 

5.10 Statement of the Problem 

 

 

From the problem background, the aim of this project is to integrate several 

biological databases using combination of warehousing and mediation approaches. 

The questions need to be answered in this project is, how can the mediator and 

warehousing approaches be combined and does the combination of mediated-

warehousing approach have better presentation for heterogeneous biological data 

integration and provide acceptable performance in terms of response time.  

 

 

 

 

 

5.11 Project Objective 

 

 

The main goal of this project is to introduce mediated-warehousing approach 

in heterogeneous biological data integration.  

 

The objectives of this project that need to be fulfilled to achieve this goal are: 

i) To study and analyze strengthens and limitations of mediation and 

warehousing approaches in heterogeneous biological data 

integration application. 

ii) To compare and analyze the response time of each query between 

mediator and data warehouse approaches.  
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5.12 Scope 

 

 

The scopes of this project including: 

i) This project focuses on combination of mediation and 

warehousing approaches in heterogeneous biological data 

integration only. 

ii) This project will only consider on the response time of retrieval 

data for mediation, warehousing and mediated-warehousing 

approach.  

iii) This project will cover on protein that is one of biological area 

and only three databases used as data sources. 

 

 

 

 

 

5.13 Importance of Research Study 

 

 

Nowadays, as reported in [5], the advent of the information superhighway 

has dramatically increased the need for efficient and flexible mechanism to provide 

integrated views over multiple information sources.  The existence of various 

information sources in variety types and forms in such domain need to be have 

efficient information accessible and retrieval system. 

 

 

Because of that necessity, information integration approach have been 

introduce to make several sources of information work together and provide useful 

and valuable information when it has been accessed from one-access-point. This 

approach can eliminate time constraint and in advance there is no dropped out 

information. 
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Currently, numbers of biological data have been increased and abundant of 

sources coming out without limitations.  Phenomenon happens because people and 

environment keep changing and new technologies release base on experiences, 

experiments and research.  Biologists and researchers need relevant and accurate 

information to help them in their hypothesis and experiments.  Traditional biologists 

used their own data library to support their hypothesis.  But in this recent year, they 

need to be able to share their data with others and at the same time avoided 

redundant work.  Biological data integration is a one way how biologist can access 

data without to query each individual database.  

 

 

However, single approach of data integration has own advantages and 

disadvantages.  As example, warehousing as data materialization [6], where data 

from local sources are integrated into one single new database, on which all queries 

can operate.   As stated in [7], one of miscellaneous of this approach is outdated 

information when that information is not maintained in the sources.  Unlike 

warehousing, mediator approach supports virtual database [2] and transform query 

to sources, synthesize answer and then response to the user.  As alternative to 

complement each advantages and disadvantages of both approaches, mediated-

warehousing approach will be introduce. 

 

 

 

 

 

5.13.1 Importance of Mediated-Warehousing Approach 

 

 

Generally, importance of mediated-warehousing approach is to eliminate 

disadvantages of existing approach and keep in existence on the advantages.  Firstly, 

this approach is important in term of representation novelty data to the user.  

Novelty data is important to help researchers and biologist in their experiments and 

to prove their hypothesis corresponding with time evolvement.   Currently, only 

mediator approach serves this advantage and on the other hand data warehouse 
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needs regularly maintenance to present this kind of data and maintenance process 

needs a large amount of cost.  

 

 

Next, this recommendation approach purpose is to reduce network bottleneck 

problem.  Currently, network usage in transferring data is the most popular option 

and the number of data that available online growth rapidly.  Mediator provides 

novelty data but not in term of time performance because if the query is complex, 

more time are need to present the result and sometime if the network performance is 

worst the result can’t be send to the user.  This limitation can be eliminating by 

materialized data as data warehouse approach.  

 

 

Another issue is on cost in building and maintenance process, the aim of this 

suggestion approach is to reduce the cost.  Using data warehouse approach, data 

must be moved or copied from exiting databases and data needs to be preprocessed 

into a common format.  Data preprocessing includes data cleaning, integration and 

transformation and these tasks are very expensive. 

 

 

Lastly, the important of this approach is to reduce semantic heterogeneity 

that will be supporting by ontology used.  Mostly existing systems with mediator 

approach used domain ontology that serves as a global schema and plays a major 

role in resolving both semantic and syntactic variability. 

 

 

 

 

 

5.14 Chapter Summary 

 

 

This is introductory chapter that stated overview of the project consists of 

problem in heterogeneous biological data and the need of information integration. 
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General idea of this project is to analyze how mediated-warehousing approach can 

be applying in integrated heterogeneous of biological data sources.   This chapter 

also presented the objectives that need to fulfill to achieve main goal of the project, 

scopes which means the boundary of the project and importance study of this 

project.  
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